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1. Product Introduction

Selected Translation from Chinese Academic Journals (Chinese-English Version) Database ("Bilingual Database") targets the global market with Chinese-English bilingual full-text as the basic publishing mode, accompanied by academic press releases. Moreover, it comes with academic novelty database and knowledge database, so that the latest academic achievement of China can reach academic communities, educators and the public all at once.

2. Functions Introduction

2.1 Terminology Explanation

1) **Novelty**: indicating the paper’s innovative value, including new theories, ideas, techniques, researching methods and solutions to unsolved or uninvolved questions, is what makes the papers different from other existing resources.

2) **Knowledge**: the Chinese and English knowledge explanation of important concepts, so readers can have a comprehensive understanding.

3) **Academic Progress**: refers to academic news which are rewritten from outstanding papers with novelty, academic value or culture representativeness. These news are closely related to nowadays academic hot topics.

2.2 Homepage Introduction

The main body of the home page consists of four major parts, which are navigation bar, hot topic, JTP Bilingual Journals and Newly available Articles.
2.3 How to find papers

There are mainly two ways to find papers in our website:

1) By Using Browse bar, you can find the papers through journals' initials or its disciplines. Click "Journals A to Z" or the discipline's catalog, then you can easily access to all the relevant articles in certain disciplines or journals.
2) In the quick search drop down menu, select item All fields, Title, Author, Abstract or Keywords, and enter the appropriate search items to search in the search box, you can find what you want specifically.

2.4 How to browse the full-text

One of the featured functions of the Bilingual Database is that every article in the website is presented both Chinese and English languages in four different versions.

Taking the paper Cortical Remapping Features of Numerosity Adaptation After Effects as example.

1) English Full Text: When you find the paper through retrieval, you can click its title, the HTML or PDF to view the full text, and the English version will be presented by default.
2) **Chinese Full Text:** By clicking the circled button, the text can be changed to Chinese.

3) **Side-by-side Bilingual Full Text:** by clicking the circled button, the text can be viewed at both Chinese and English languages.
2.5 Value-added Service (Featured Functions)

2.5.1 Novelty

Novelty is given by JTP before the full-text, so readers can quickly grasp the key points.
2.5.2 Knowledge

Bilingual database provides both the Chinese and English knowledge explanation of important concepts, so readers can have a comprehensive understanding. The knowledge link will appear at once if you click those words in blue.

2.5.3 References' Abstract

The database provides the link of the reference to help readers get a more detailed information of the reference text. It is shown at the downside of the page.
2.5.4 Authors’ Biography

Click the author’s name, then the author’s biography will be shown at once.

2.5.5 Article Outline

Article outline can help you to get the full text structure, and you can reach to any paragraph you want by clicking the outline headlines.
2.6 Hot Topics

Hot topics indicates the hottest and the frontier issues in SMT and social science field from both china and abroad.

2.7 Academic Progress

Outstanding papers with novelty, academic value or culture representativeness are rewritten as academic news by JTP. The news are released on academic progress in bilingual languages.
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